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Abstract 

The use of experimental rate constants for producing a high yield of liquid fuels from the 

pyrolysis of plastic waste is not widely accepted owing to a lack of compatibility between the 

different kinetic rate constants responsible for successful conversion reactions. In R software, the 

Arrhenius law can forecast the ideal combination of reaction rate constants and frequency factors 

and then perform sensitivity analysis on individual rate constants to estimate the selectivity and 

quantity of primary pyrolysis products. Sensitivity analysis is a way of determining the 

effectiveness of individual rate constants in the reaction. This research element is currently 

lacking in the literature for the cost-effective valorization of plastics into combustible fuels. We 

are the first to use R software to perform sensitivity analysis on specific rate constants by 

reducing or raising their initial values to a point where maximum oil yield is attainable in the 

temperature range of 340°C to 370°C. The primary focus was to save time and cost of extracting 

empirical rate constants from experiments to produce commercial-scale pyrolytic oil. The H-

abstraction, chain fission, polymerization, and scission reactions were chosen due to the high 

availability of free radicals for maximum oil production. The oil recovery rate improved 

drastically to 90% at the end of processing time, while the number of byproducts gradually 

decreased. The k8 rate constant driven reaction is the best-suited condition for industrial-scale 

pyrolysis of high-density plastics into liquid fuels, with 74% improvement in oil production and 

14% improvement in light wax during sensitivity analysis. 

Keywords: Thermal pyrolysis; high-density polyethylene; numerical analysis; sensitivity 

analysis; kinetic rate reactions; R software. 
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1. Introduction 

The dramatic rise in living standards and the use of plastic products significantly 

impacted the environment. Plastics are currently regarded as essential materials, and demand is 

rising due to their variety and appealing application areas in industry and household [1]. 

Thermoplastic polymers, in particular, contribute significantly to trash, and the amount is rapidly 

increasing globally. As a result of their substantial amount and the fact that thermoplastics do not 

decompose for a long time, waste plastics offer a severe environmental challenge [2]. Plastics are 

composed of hydrocarbons derived from petroleum, but they also contain additives such as 

antioxidants, colorants, and other stabilizers. Furthermore, when these compounds are used and 

discarded in plastic products, they harm the environment and contribute to pollution. The 

incineration of plastics causes severe air pollution by releasing harmful gases, including dioxins, 

hydrogen chloride, and carbon dioxide [3]. 

Recycling has emerged as a viable solution to the environmental issues plaguing the 

plastics sector. Recycling can be divided into primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary levels. 

Tertiary recycling lowers polymers to their constituent monomers or basic petroleum fuel 

[4]. Tertiary recycling breaks down polymer molecules into smaller organic molecules or 

monomers. Pyrolysis is the most essential and extensively utilized tertiary recycling process, in 

which polymers are heated without oxygen. Tertiary recycling of waste plastics should not be 

viewed solely as a solution for waste plastics disposal but also as a source of ecologically 

friendly transportation fuel or feedstock for producing plastics [5, 6]. The thermal degradation of 

polyolefins has been intensively studied during the last few decades [7, 8]. There have been 

reports on the pyrolysis of polyolefins into aromatic hydrocarbons using activated carbon-

supported metal catalysts, cracking of polystyrene and polyethylene on silica-alumina, and 

reformation of heavy oil from waste polymers using zeolite catalysts, among other things [9]. A 

substantial amount of research has been conducted on the pyrolysis of individual and combined 

polymers to produce liquid fuels [10]. 

The liquid fuels can be produced commercially from the pyrolysis of high-density plastic 

using an appropriate combination of kinetic rate constants. Few studies have investigated the 

commercial role of experimental fixed rate constants for liquid fuels. Using experimental rate 

constants to achieve a valuable amount of liquid fuels is still not generally acknowledged due to 

a lack of incompatibility between the rate constants and the percentage of oil production. In R 
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software, the Arrhenius law can estimate the type and quantity of primary products such as oil, 

gas, and waxes. There have been no studies on the prediction of statistical rate constants by 

assuming activation energies (Ea) and frequency factors, nor has even a single report 

documented the sensitivity of experimental and statistically predicted rate constants for the 

pyrolysis of plastics. Sensitivity analysis is a way of determining the effectiveness of an 

individual rate constant in the reaction. In this work, we investigated the effect of the pyrolysis 

process on the species by lowering or raising its initial value to a certain level where maximum 

oil output is possible. These two aspects can play a crucial role in enhancing the production of 

liquid fuels. We are the first to design a statistical model that predicts the rate constant using R 

software. 

Since operating conditions can drastically alter the product composition and process 

conditions, kinetic modeling is essentially required for characterizing the reaction mechanism of 

heat cracking of plastic molecules [11]. Ganeshan et al. [12] used the Coats-Redfern technique to 

predict the decomposition of polyethylene terephthalate. The activation energies of the first-order 

reaction kinetics ranged from 133 kJ/mol to 251 kJ/mol, with a low R2 value of 0.8. Zhang et al. 

[13] examined the reaction kinetics and product evolution from the pyrolysis of 

polyethylene, polypropylene, and their composites. The investigated processes were largely 

endothermic, and most of the breakdown of polyethylene, polypropylene, and mixture occurred 

between 389.85-502.17°C, 374.91-495.15°C, and 368.30-496.29°C, respectively. Das and Tiwari 

[14] used an iso-conversational technique to assess the reaction kinetics of pyrolysis of 

polyethylene terephthalate at varied heating rates and estimated activation energy in the range of 

196-217 kJ mol-1. Al-asadi and Miskolczi [15] investigate the thermal and Ni-zeolite catalyzed 

decomposition of polyethylene terephthalate at 600-900°C temperature range. Osman et al. [16] 

studied the effect of Ao and Ea on the reaction rate of polyethylene terephthalate pyrolysis. The 

kinetic triplet was studied using AKTS software. The kinetic triplet was beneficial in model 

development to comprehend the operation at a scale since these values are unaffected by the 

scale. These predictions can be used to analyze how the reaction rate will change as a function of 

process temperature and heating rate utilizing stepwise, isothermal, and non-isothermal heating 

regimes.  

The primary objective of this study is to increase the production of liquid fuels at a 

commercial scale through the prediction of statistical rate constants and their sensitivity analysis. 

The experimental rate constants for extracting liquid fuels from HDP are well-known. However, 
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the literature indicates that commercial oil and gas extraction using experimental rate constants is 

not economical. For this reason, it is necessary to predict statistical rate constants. To date, R and 

MATLAB haven't been used in the literature to forecast statistical rate constants and the 

individual efficiency of rate reactions by sensitivity analysis. An assumed combination of Ea and 

Ao, which are the potential factors for estimating kinetic rate constants, is predicted to improve 

yields on a commercial scale. Sensitivity analysis provides deeper insight into the individual 

behavior of the kinetic processes. The effects of temperature on the kinetic rate constants were 

explored, and several ideas for boosting yields were proposed. 

2.  Statistical Analysis Scheme 

The background of this research layout is that experimentally derived rate constants have 

been used to model the HDPE pyrolysis process [17]. Extracting the empirical rate constants 

from the experiment involves time and cost. However, the literature has also revealed that the 

amount of oil and gas obtained from experimental rate constants at the industrial level is not 

profitable. To better understand the efficacy of large-scale liquid fuel production, we should 

predict statistical rate constants by using suitable combinations of Ea and Ao and estimate the 

number of liquid fuels and gases that can be obtained at the industrial level with minimal time, 

complexity and cost. We assumed Ea and Ao and used them in R software by applying the 

Arrhenius law to predict statistical rate constants. These predicted rate constants were then used 

in MATLAB code by selecting the main reactions from the literature [18]. A second-order 

differential equation solver was used to analyze the percentage of oil yield during the processing 

time. The sensitivity analysis of these predicted rate constants was also performed by changing 

the initial value of rate constants at 200% for better insight into the individual behavior of kinetic 

rate reactions. A logical combination of Ea and Ao was assumed by the comparison of the 

Arrhenius equation 1 and the slope equation 2 as follows: 

k = Ao× 𝑒𝑒
−𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅          (1) 

y= mx + c         (2) 

The values of Ea and Ao were needed to predict rate constants from equations (1) and (2). We 

ran 9 statistical reactions and obtained statistically significant values of Ea and Ao. The 

statistical rate constants were calculated using these values in R software. According to our 

model, a small temperature window is applied to avoid forming gaseous products. As the 
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temperature rises, the average speed of the chemical processes increases. As more molecules 

collide, the number of molecules going fast enough to react well increases, resulting in faster 

product synthesis. The production process also depends on the type of reactor and the nature of 

the heading. We recommend using a short window temperature based on our observations in the 

HDPE pyrolysis process. The higher temperatures result in the formation of gaseous products. 

The Arrhenius equation (3) in R software is applied to the assumed factors and bn, in particular, 

to predict rate constants k1 to k9. The values of assumed Ea, Ao, and predicted rate constants are 

reported in Table 1. 

k_N= an× exp(-bn × (( 1
𝑇𝑇1

+  1
𝑇𝑇2

))      (3) 

where ‘k’ represents the rate constant, ‘a’ represents the frequency factor, ‘b’ represents the 

activation energy, (1/T1 - 1/T2) represents the absolute temperature from 340°C to 370°C, ‘N’ 

represents the number of rate constants from 1 to 9, and ‘n’ represents the number of supposed 

values of Ea and Ao from 1 to 9. The reactants must have enough energy to break over the 

barrier for the reaction to proceed. It is possible to determine the temperature of the particles by 

examining how the energy is distributed throughout the system [19]. Since they have enough 

energy, more particles can overcome the barrier at high temperatures. The Arrhenius equation 

assumes that there will be an increase in the rate constant with the temperature. As T continues to 

increase, the value of the Ao of the equation becomes less negative, resulting in an increase in 

the value of k. 

Table 1. Combination of the assumed activation energies, frequency factors, and predicted rate 

constants. 

Activation Energy (J/mol) Frequency factor (L-mol/s) Predicted rate constants (k) 

153644.526 19.186 k_1 = 2.346211×1015 
23953.294 20.030 k_2 = 0.0662060 
23428.778 18.945 k_3 = 0.0709646 
24432.033 20.242 k_4 = 0.0596878 
26805.276 22.726 k_5 = 0.0380519 
30317.189 25.997 k_6 = 0.0188382 
36390.031 31.265 k_7 = 0.0053239 
24540.545 21.419 k_8 = 0.0615456 
42106.010 35.660 k_9 = 0.0015536 
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3.  Analysis of Species using Predicted Rate Constants 

3.1. Reaction Mechanism of HDPE Pyrolysis 

The plastic structure is highly complicated, and multiple reactions are involved in its 

deconstruction. Since we are interested in producing liquid fuels, the main reactions are H-

abstraction, β-scission, polymerization, and chain fission [20]. As represented by (*) in Figure 1, 

many free radicals collide with the plastic molecules. These collisions and involved reactions 

expedite the decomposition of the plastic molecules. Among these three reactions, the β-scission 

reaction is more prominent since free radicals formed during this reaction are more prevalent, 

reactive, and short-lived than those produced in the other two reactions. When these free radicals 

break C-C bonds, olefins or alkenes (containing H and C) and primary free radicals are 

produced with two or fewer C-C bonds [21].  

 

Figure 1. 2D and 3D depiction of reaction mechanism and free electron to bind ethylene with 

single and double C atoms. 

This phenomenon repeats itself during plastic decomposition and works like a chain 

reaction. Two ethylene molecules collide to form a row of four CH2 units. As a consequence of 

this mechanism, unpaired electrons exist at both ends of the chain. These are known as free 

radicals. The unpaired electrons at the ends of CH2 chains are particularly reactive and contribute 

to new chemical bonds. The dots in Figure 1 show electrons that originated through one of the 

electron pairs within the double bond and became available for binding ethylene molecules 

together. X is an atom that reacts with the free electrons available after polymerization [22].  

3.2.  MATLAB Analysis 

Model equations (6-10) for 150 Kg HDPE were solved in MATLAB (R2020a) using 23s 

solver for ordinary differential equations [18]. The variables "t" (1–240 min), "x" (%yield), and 

"C0" (initial condition) were used to complete equation 4 of this model. Equation 5 is for 

sensitivity analysis, where "c" stands for species and "n" indicates the number of species 

analyzed in this model. The involved equations and pyrolysis reactions were elaborated using a 

method reported in the published literature [23, 24]. In Equations (6)-(10), 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

  is the mass rate, S 
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is the amount of HDPE used as a reactant, p indicates heavy wax, Q is low wax, and R represents 

the oil yield. 

[t, x] = ode23s(@reaction, time, C0)      (4) 

dcdt = reaction(t,cn)        (5) 
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= -k1A - k2A – k3A - k4A       (6) 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 = k4S - k8P – k9P        (7) 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 = k1S – k6Q – k5Q       (8) 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 = k2S + k5Q + k9P – k7R       (9) 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 = k3S + k6Q + k7R + k8P       (10) 

3.3. Primary Analysis 

Under optimal pyrolysis conditions, light wax, oil, gas, and heavy wax are the most 

anticipated products using reaction constants k1, k2, k3, and k4, respectively. Free radicals are 

responsible for the oxidation reactions that convert light wax to oil using constant k5, light wax 

to gas using constant k6, heavy wax to gas using constant k8, and heavy wax to oil using constant 

k9. It was also discovered that with k7 reaction constant, some of the oil directly transformed into 

gas, as shown in Figure 2 [25]. This study was conducted at 340°C to 370°C temperature to 

evaluate the effect of predicted rate constants on product yield over process time. High-density 

plastic may yield oil, gas, and carbon black when subjected to thermal disintegration during 

additional extraction procedures. HDPE changes to several organic compounds, such as light and 

heavy waxes, before the process reaches its steady state. The process produces a mixture that 

includes roughly 1% of residual material. Today's three most common waxes are kerosene, 

paraffin, and aromatics. Some of these waxes may proceed to degrade into progressively smaller 

molecules at high temperatures, eventually leading to the creation of carbon black. This carbon 

black mostly contains carbon but also includes other smaller particles. However, carbon is the 

predominant component of this carbon black. Carbon black is highly stable; therefore, no further 

chemical changes will occur during high-temperature processing [26, 27]. 

 

Figure 2. Demonstration of the possible relationship between model parameters. 
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3.4.  Secondary Analysis 

After 25 minutes of processing, most of the feedstock is converted into oil, gas, and 

waxes. The effect of rate constants on the species indicates the breaking of HDPE into smaller 

particles, which then change into heavy and light waxes [17]. During secondary analysis, the 

time-dependent conversion revealed that residue is approximately 1%, and the light wax is 18%. 

On the other hand, the heavy wax disappeared over the processing time at 340°C to 370°C. After 

60, 120, and 180 minutes of processing, the gas yield was predicted as 25%, 18%, and 13%, 

respectively. The gas yield was reduced to half after 180 minutes. As illustrated in Figure 3, the 

oil yield was predicted as 73%, 81%, and 86% at 60, 120, and 180 minutes of processing. After 

180 minutes, the light and heavy waxes are converted to oil [28]. After 180 minutes of 

processing, gas production dropped from 13% to 9% and oil yield improved from 86% to 90%. 

Figure 3 also indicates that at a fixed temperature, the gas yield declines and the oil yield rise 

over time. Some of the vapors in the gas phase also condense into the liquid with time. This 

conversion is notably high for low Ao values [17, 18]. At the end of the processing (240 

minutes), the amount of species except oil dropped. 

 

Figure 3. The decomposition of HDPE and percentage yield of species throughout the process. 

The obtained oil can be used in turbines and refinery furnaces. The properties of 

pyrolytic oil differ significantly from the properties of mineral oil. The oil shows a polar 

character with high concentrations of oxygenated components and does not mix easily with 

hydrocarbons [29]. The aromatics content of pyrolysis oil has also been estimated to be around 

40% [30]. The aromatic concentration of diesel is typically less than 35% [31]. In addition, 

pyrolysis oil has greater thermal efficiency than diesel [32]. Due to limited heating value, low 

cetane number, high water content, and increased susceptibility to re-polymerization, direct use 

of pyrolysis oil in diesel engines is problematic. Several new fuels were developed from 

pyrolysis oil to use in diesel engines. The emulsion and tertiary blends were developed through 

mechanical and chemical treatment procedures. Modified fuels generally burn more efficiently 

by reducing CO emissions. However, all such fuels are acidic and require a new fuel injection 

system. From an economic standpoint, it may not be easy to justify the engine and fuel 

modifications. 
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4.  Sensitivity Analysis  

Sensitivity analysis is a better insight into determining the efficacy of a kinetic rate 

reaction. In this strategy, we can investigate the effect of the pyrolysis process on the species by 

reducing or raising the starting values of the rate constants to a specific level where maximum oil 

output is possible. A change in the rate constant upto 200% is recommended in the literature for 

sensitivity analysis [33]. The reference values for the rate constants are taken from the 

experimental work [17]. We assumed an arbitrary range of rate constants from 0 to 200% to 

visualize the sensitivity of the product yield to the rate constants.  

The presented model predicts that the yield at 100% is the initial yield of assumed rate 

constants. The lower and upper extreme values for rate constants are taken with ±100 change in 

the initial values of the rate constants. The lower and upper values are chosen to check the actual 

role of rate constants in the reaction. The behavior of the rate constants can be better understood 

using this approach. It will give us a better understanding of how kinetic rate reactions behave as 

a function of time. To date, no research has been attempted on sensitivity analysis for kinetic rate 

constants, even though sensitivity analysis is essential in producing oil commercially. Equation 

11 in this model represents the second-order differential solver used in MATLAB to study the 

effectiveness of individual kinetic rate reactions, whereas equation 12 represents 200% change in 

each process. In these equations, "t" represents time, "x" represents percentage yield, "k" 

represents the reaction constant, "C0" represents the initial condition, and "N" represents a 200% 

increase in the initial values. The industrial-scale production of oil is more practical if the light 

wax production is coupled with the oil yield. Even if large-scale oil production is not 

straightforward, this approach can reduce cost by improving the light wax combined oil 

throughout the pyrolysis process by considering k8 reaction constant. In this investigation, the 

percentage yield is calculated after 60 minutes of process time with a 100% increase and 

decrement in the starting values.  

[tn, x] = ode23s (@(tn, x) test reaction(tn, x, kn),time,C0   (11) 

k_N_max = k(N)+k(N)       (12) 

The amount of species obtained with all predicted rate constants is reported in Table 2. 

The effect of k(1), k(5), k(6), and k(9) rate constants on the product yield is reported in Figure 4. 

The rate constant k(1) is responsible for the conversion of HDPE into light wax, k(5)  for light 
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wax into oil, k(6) for light wax into gas, and k(9) for heavy wax into oil. These rate constants did 

not produce any oil, gas, or waxes after 60 minutes of operation and the products’ trend became 

steady after the said time. The reported values of factors "Ea," "Ao," and "k" indicate that the 

activation energy is much higher than the average kinetic energy of the molecules colliding and 

crossing the potential barrier. At the beginning of the process, the temperature seems to have a 

negligible effect on molecular collisions. It does not contribute to polymer breakdown to move 

into the initial phase cracking [34]. 

Table 2. The efficiency of species at actual, lower, and higher extreme positions. 
Rate 

constant 

Initial 

value 

Oil Gas HW LW Initial 

values 

Oil Gas HW LW Initial 

value 

Oil Gas HW LW 

 Yield (%) Yield (%) Yield (%) 

At actual value At a lower extreme position At a higher extreme position 

k(1) 0.000000 73 25 1 0 0 73 25 1 0 0.0000 73 25 1 0 

k(2) 0.066206 70 28 0 0 0 90 7 1 0 0.1324 59 39 0 0 

k(3) 0.070964 74 24 0 0 0 61 36 1 0 0.1419 81 17 0 0 

k(4) 0.059689 74 24 1 0 0 65 33 0 0 0.1194 79 19 1 0 

k(5) 0.038052 73 25 1 1 0 73 25 1 1 0.0761 73 25 1 1 

k(6) 0.018838 73 25 1 1 0 73 25 1 1 0.3768 73 25 1 1 

k(7) 0.005324 74 24 1 0 0 66 32 1 0 0.0106 80 18 1 0 

k(8) 0.061546 73 25 0 0 0 58 26 14 0 0.1231 74 25 0 0 

k(9) 0.001554 73 25 1 0 0 73 25 1 0 0.0031 72 26 0 0 

 

Figure 4. Effect of k(1), k(5), k(6), and k(9) rate constants on the product yield. 

The effectiveness of the rate constant k(2) is reported in Figure 5(a), which transforms 

HDPE into oil and then oil into gas. The oil and gas yields were 70% and 28% for the actual 

value of this rate constant. The heavy and light waxes were not observed with this rate constant 

after 60 minutes of processing. When the initial value of k(2) rate constant is decreased to a 

lower extreme value, it reveals 90% oil and only 7% gas yield. However, when the initial k(2) 

rate constant values increased to higher extreme positions, the oil and gas production was 59% 

and 39%, respectively. This behavior is confirmed in Figure 5(a), which shows that k(2) 

positively impacts both oil and gas yields.  

In Figures 5(b) and 5(c), the behavior of k(3) and k(4) rate reactions was nearly the same 

but contradicted the k(2) reaction constant. The k(3) reaction rate was responsible for converting 
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HDPE to gas and then gas into oil, while the k(4) reaction constant was responsible for 

converting HDPE into heavy wax and then into oil. Based on these rate constants, initial oil and 

gas yields were 74% and 24%, respectively. Both k(3) and k(4) rate constants show the same 

trend of oil and gas yield at the lower and higher extreme positions, as shown in Figure 5(c). This 

trend is attributed to a negligible difference in Ea and Ao values for these constants. HDPE 

transforms into gas and vapors over time. Over extended periods, the vapors change to liquid by 

increasing the oil yield [35]. 

 

Figure 5. The efficiency of k(2), k(3), and k(4) kinetic rate reactions. 

The behavior of k(7) rate constant is depicted in Figure 6(a). This rate constant is 

responsible for converting gas into oil. Before altering its initial value, this rate constant gives oil 

and gas about 74% and 24%, respectively. At the lower extreme, the oil and gas yields were 66% 

and 32%. However, at a higher extreme position, the gas yield decreased to 18% and oil yield 

increased to 80% [36]. The explanation for this upward trend in oil yield and a downward trend 

in gas yield after 60 minutes of process time is that the waxes get degraded into oil over time due 

to the high kinetic energy of molecules. More and more molecules under inelastic collisions with 

high kinetic energy and expedite the pyrolysis reaction [37]. Figure 6(b) reveals some intriguing 

findings for k(8) kinetic reaction after 60 minutes, which are attributed to the conversion of light 

wax into gas and gas into oil. The oil yield was 73% at the starting value of the rate constant, 

whereas the gas was roughly 25% throughout the operation. Changing the starting value of k(8) 

rate constant will result in an increase in oil yield and a decrease in the production of light wax. 

Other kinetic rate constants did not exhibit this pattern.  

 

Figure 6. The individual response of k(7) and k(8) rate constants. 

The k(8) rate constant revealed a drop in light wax from 14% to 0% and an increase in oil 

content from 58% to 74% after 60 minutes of processing. No unspent plastic material was 

observed at this stage of processing. After 60 minutes of processing, the light wax decomposes 

into oil products [38]. More collisions of molecules occurred in the reaction because of the lower 

activation energy relative to the frequency factor [39]. This reaction, among all the reactions, 
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resulted in an increase in light wax over time. These findings suggest that k(8) rate constant may 

be used for commercial-scale processing of HDPE into oil and gas. 

Figure 7 provides a comparison of products obtained with initial values, lower extreme 

values and upper extreme values of reaction rate constants. At a lower extreme point, the 

reaction rate constants reach to zero value. So rate constants were from upto 200% from this 

point to get better insight into the reaction mechanism. It is the best way to assess the sensitivity 

of the kinetic rate reaction.  The presented model required a combination of assumed Ea and Ao 

predicting rate constants. The Arrhenius law predicted the reaction rate constants by fixing the 

temperature window of 340-370°C. It shows that the presented model works well at lower 

temperatures. This model results in a high yield of waxes at higher temperatures instead of 

producing oil. Also, the reported model is limited to high-density polymers and may not be 

applied effectively to other types of plastic. A second-order differential solver is required for 

numerical analysis [28].  

 

Figure 7. Graphical depiction of species at the initial, lower extremity, and higher extreme 

positions. 

 

5.  Conclusions 

The statistically estimated rate constants derived using an optimal combination of Ea and 

Ao, can improve commercial-scale oil yield from the pyrolysis of high-density plastics. The 

sensitivity of the rate constant affects the commercial-scale production of oil. Sensitivity analysis 

is the best way of estimating the efficiency and effectiveness of individual rate constants in the 

reaction. This research element is currently lacking in the literature for the cost-effective 

valorization of plastics into combustible fuels. At the end of the processing time, the oil recovery 

rate increased dramatically to 90%, while the quantity of byproducts gradually reduced. During 

sensitivity analysis, the k8 rate constant driven reaction was found to be the best-suited condition 

for industrial-scale pyrolysis of high-density plastics into liquid fuels, with 74% improvement in 

oil output and 14% improvement in light wax. For predicting the rate constants k(1), k(5), k(6), 

and k(9), Ea values were almost the same and higher than the average kinetic energy of the 
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molecules. The k(8) rate constant dominated the other predicted rate constants since the value of 

Ea was significantly lower than the average kinetic energy of the molecules. The k(8) rate 

constant was economically sustainable since it produces 74% oil yield and 14% light wax. 
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